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New Name—Same Mission
Otis & Bedingfield, LLC
announced in May that the
firm formerly known as Otis,
Bedingfield and Peters, LLC
had changed its name to Otis
& Bedingfield.
The new name is the result
of partner Jennifer Peters
leaving the firm to focus her
practice on litigation. Otis &
Bedingfield will still be in the
same Greeley and Loveland
offices it has been in for the
past 24 years, have the same
phone number, and continue
to serve its clients and
community with the same
dedication and commitment to
excellence as it always has.
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Building on the over 100
years of combined experience
of partners Fred Otis, Jeff
Bedingfield, John Kolanz and
Tim Brynteson, along with
attorneys Corey Moore, James
Godbold, Don Hoff and Mike
Stewart and our long-time
staff, the firm remains focused
on serving the real estate, oil
and gas, environmental, estate
and business law needs of
Greeley, Loveland, Fort
Collins and the growing
Northern Colorado region.
We are committed to
growing with our region and
ensuring that the firm will

provide the best legal services
for our clients today and into
the future as we bring along
the next generation of lawyers
to serve this community.
We have a new name, but
our mission is still the same.
To provide the finest legal
services through our
commitment to integrity,
excellence, and building lasting
relationships. Thank you for
trusting us with your legal
work or working with us to
provide the quality services
our clients and our community
deserve.
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The Importance of Operating Agreements

By: Tim Brynteson, Esq.
tbrynteson@nocoattorneys.com
Published in the BizWest
Thought Leaders column in June
2019
An operating agreement is one of a
Limited Liability Company’s most
important documents. Although most
states don’t legally require an
operating agreement, all LLC’s should

have one, particularly when there is
more than one member. Although
different kinds of ventures will focus
different topics in their agreements
(LLC’s that own property vs. those
that run a business for example) there
are few key provisions that every
operating agreement should cover.
First, you will want to cover the
essential question of “who is in
charge” and how decisions are made.
You may decide to have one general
manager, or perhaps two co-managers
or a committee. Related to this issue
is day-to-day management and
authority over such things as hiring,
firing, paying certain expenses and
making other decisions.
Secondly, how are profits and losses
distributed? According to your
ownership interests or some different
formula recognizing different resources
each member may bring to the
company. Will the company make
“guaranteed payments” of any kind?

These are like a salary and deducted from
the profit of the company.
Lastly, will there be any restrictions or
rules around how members can either
resign from the company, sell their
interests, require the other members to
buy them out or situations such as death,
divorce or bankruptcy of the members?
These situations can all create difficult
questions. Sometimes members’ interests
change, relationships sour and/or there
are disagreements about how to run the
company, invest resources or treat
employees. The death of a key member
may mean that member’s spouse or child
now is an owner. It is important to
discuss these matters and decide ahead of
time how these situations will be handled
and create a road-map to follow.
When you are excited about your new
venture – thinking about and discussing
these matters can seem difficult – but it is
critical to be thoughtful and intentional in
including these issues in a well-drafted
operating agreement.

We were proud to see Jeff and Dayna Bedingfield representing the Greeley
Stampede as the Grand Marshals. They have done an excellent job keeping
up with the family tradition of giving back and supporting the community.
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Colorado Permitting Alert
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complying with its terms, can
be an arduous mission replete
with high costs and project
delays. However, failure to
do so can have harsh
consequences.
The popular press gave
ample coverage to the Obama
Administration’s controversial
2015 rule that expanded the
Act’s reach, and the Trump
Administration’s recent
counter-efforts to drastically
By: John Kolanz, Esq.
reduce it. Lost in the
jkolanz@nocoattorneys.com fireworks, however, is a new
Published in the BizWest development in North Dakota
Thought Leaders column with important consequences
for Colorado.
in July 2019
A federal court in North
The Clean Water Act’s reach Dakota recently lifted an
holds considerable interest for injunction that had kept the
those in development, oil and United States Army Corps of
Engineers from ever applying
gas, and agriculture. Many in
the Obama Rule in Colorado.
those sectors have closely
Corps offices in Colorado are
followed recent battles to
presently transitioning to the
identify the waters that the
Obama Rule. Whether they
Act protects, known as
“Waters of the United States” complete this transition is still
uncertain, in part because
or “WOTUS.”
Colorado water interests are
Work in protected waters
considering entering the
requires a permit. Obtaining
litigation in North Dakota to
such a permit (often called a
“Wetlands Permit”), and then try to reinstate the injunction.

Otis & Bedingfield, LLC
The attorneys at O&B are recognized leaders
in real estate law and business law. We advocate for individuals, businesses, and families in
the Northern Colorado region. Our clients are
landowners, business owners, business professionals, businesses of all sizes, and individual
families in need of guidance or representation
in court proceedings involving commercial real
estate or business issues.
For more information about our lawyers or
practice areas, please visit our website at
www.nocoattorneys.com
or contact us at 970-330-6700,
970-663-7300. ◄
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The Obama Rule currently
applies in almost half the
states in the country. If
implemented in Colorado, its
broader scope will capture
many projects that did not
require Corps authorization
under the prior permitting
regime. It can also bump a
project from a relatively userfriendly general permit (or
“Nationwide Permit”) into a
much more burdensome
individual permit. This can be
particularly disruptive, for
instance, for large
development projects that
require years to complete, and
which have employed a
permitting strategy that may
no longer be valid.
CWA jurisdictional
uncertainty can have
enormous consequences for
your project. An experienced
environmental attorney can
help you work through this
fluid situation.

This newsletter has been prepared by Otis &
Bedingfield, LLC for general informational
purposes only. It is not, nor is it intended to
constitute, legal advice. The information
provided in this newsletter is not privileged
and does not create an attorney-client relationship with O & B or any of its lawyers.
This newsletter is not an offer to represent
you. You should not act, or refrain from
acting based on information in this newsletter. The hiring of a lawyer is an important
decision that should be based solely on
written information about qualifications or
experiences. Anyone considering hiring a
lawyer should independently investigate the
lawyer’s credentials and ability, and should
not rely upon advertisements or selfproclaimed expertise.

